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SUMMARY

INTERESTING work Is being done in programming computers to solve problems
which require a high degree of Intelligence In humans. However, certain
elementary verbal reasoning processes so simple that they can be carried
out by any non-feeble-minded human have yet to be simulated by machine
programs.

This paper will discuss programs to manipulate in a suitable formal
language (most likely a part of the predicate calculus) common instrumental
statements. The basic program will draw Immediate conclusions from a list
of premises. These conclusions will be either declarative or imperative
sentences. When an imperative sentence Is deduced the program takes a
corresponding action. These actions may Include printing sentences, moving
sentences on lists, and reinitiating the basic deduction process on these
lists.

Facilities will be provided for commun leation with humans in the system
via manual intervention and display devices connected to the computer.

THE advice taker is a proposed program for solving problems by manipulating
sentences in formal languages. The main difference between it and other
programs or proposed programs for manipulating formal languages (the Logic
Theory Machine of Newell, Simon and Shaw and the Geometry Program of
Gelernter) is that in the previous programs the formal system was the sub-
ject matter but the heuristics were all embodied In the program. In this
program the procedures will be described as much as possible in the language
Itself and, In particular, the heuristics are all so described.

The main advantages we expect the advice taker to have is that Its
behaviour will be Improvable merely by making statements to It, telling it
about its symbolic environment and what is wanted from It. To make these
statements will require little if any knowledge of the program or the
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previous knowledge of the advice taker. One will be able to assume that

the advice taker will have available to It a fairly wide class of immediate

logical consequences of anything it Is told and Its previous knowledge.

This property is expected to have much in common with what makes us
describe certain humans as having common sense. We shall therefore say that

A program has common sense if it automatically deduces for itself a suffi-
ciently wide class of immediate consequences of anything it is told and
what it already knows.

The design of this system will be a Joint project with Marvin Minsky,

but Minsky is not to be held responsible for the views expressed here.
Before describing the advice taker in any detail, I would like to

describe more fully our motivation for proceeding In this direction. Our

ultimate objective is to make programs that learn from their experience as
effectively as humans do. It may not be realized how far we are presently

from this objective. It is not hard to make machines learn from experience

to make simple changes In their behaviour of a kind which has been antici-
pated by the programmer. For example, Samuel has included in his checker

program facilities for Improving the weights the machine assigns to various
factors in evaluating positions. He has also included a scheme whereby the

machine remembers games it has played previously and deviates from Its

previous play when It finds a position which it previously lost. Suppose,
however, that we wanted an Improvement In behavior corresponding, say, to

the discovery by the machine of the principle of the opposition In checkers.

No present or presently proposed schemes are capable of discovering

phenomena as abstract as this.
If one wants a machine to be able to discover an abstraction, it seems

most likely that the machine must be able to represent this abstraction in

some relatively simple way.
There Is one known way of making a machine capable of learning arbitrary

behaviour; thus to anticipate every kind of behaviour. This Is to make it

possible for the machine to simulate arbitrary behaviours and try them out.

These behaviours may be represented either by nerve nets (ref. 2), by Turing

machines (ref. 3), or by calculator programs (ref.u). The difficulty is two-

fold. First, in any of these representations the density of Interesting

behaviours Is incredibly low. Second, and even more Important, small
interesting changes in behaviour expressed at a high level of abstraction
do not have simple representations. It Is as though the human genetic

structure were represented by a set of blue-prints. Then a mutation would
usually result In a wart or a failure of parts to meet, or even an ungram-

matical blue-print which could not be translated Into an animal at all.

It is very difficult to see how the genetic representation scheme manages

to be general enough to represent the great variety of animals observed
and yet be such that so many interesting changes in the organism are
represented by small genetic changes. The problem of how such a
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representation controls the development of a fertilized egg into a mature
animal is even more difficult.

In our opinion, a system which is to evolve intelligence of human order
should have at least the following features:

1. All behaviours must be representable In the system. Therefore, the
system should either be able to construct arbitrary automata or to pro-
gram in some general purpose programming language.
2. Interesting changes In behaviour must be expressible in a simple way.
3. All aspects of behaviour except the most routine must be improvable.
In particular, the improving mechanism should be improvable.
4. The machine must have or evolve concepts of partial success because
on difficult problems decisive successes or failures come too
Infrequently.
5. The system must be able to create subroutines which can be Included
in procedures as units. The learning of subroutines is complicated by
the fact that the effect of a subroutine is not usually good or bad in
itself. Therefore, the mechanism that selects subroutines should have
concepts of an Interesting or powerful subroutine whose application may
be good under suitable conditions.
Of the 5 points mentioned above, our work concentrates mainly on the

second. We base ourselves on the Idea that: In order for a program to be
capable of learning something it must first be capable of being told it.
In fact, in the early versions we shall concentrate entirely on this point
and attempt to achieve a system which can be told to make a specific
improvement in its behaviourwith no more knowledge of its internal struc-
ture or previous knowledge than is required In order to Instruct a human.
Once this is achieved, we may be able to tell the advice taker how to
learn from experience.

The main distinction between the way one programs a computer and
modifies the program and the way one instructs a human or will Instruct
the advice taker Is this: A machine is Instructed mainly In the form of a
sequence of imperative sentences; while a human Is Instructed mainly In
declarative sentences describing the situation in which action is required
together with a few imperatives that say what Is wanted. We shall list the
advantages of the two methods of Instruction.

Advantages of Imperative Sentences
1. A procedure described In Imperatives is already laid out and Is carried
out faster.
2. One starts with a machine In a basic state and does not assume previous
knowledge on the part of the machine.
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Advantages of Declarative Sentences

1. Advantage can be taken of previous knowledge.

2 Declarative sentences have logical consequences and it can be arranged

that the machine will have available sufficiently simple logical con-
sequences of what It Is told and what it previously knew.

3 The meaning of declaratives Is much less dependent on their order than

is the case with Imperatives. This makes it easier to have after-thoughts.

4 The effect of a declarative Is less dependent on the previous state of

the system so that less knowledge of this state is required on the part of

the instructor.
The only way we know of expressing abstractions (such as the previous

example of the opposition in checkers) is in language. That is why we have

decided to program a system which reasons verbally.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE ADVICE TAKER

The advice taker system has the following main features:

1 There Is a method of representing expressions in the computer. These

expressions are defined recursively as follows: A class of entities called

terms is defined and a term is an expression. A sequence of expressions is

an expression. These expressions are represented in the machine by list

structures (ref. l).

2 Certain of these expressions may be regarded as declarative sentences

in a certain logical system which will be analogous to a universal Post

canonical system. The particular system chosen will depend on programming

considerations but will probably have a single rule of inference which will

combine substitution for variables with modus ponens. THe purpose of the

combination is to avoid choking the machine with special cases of general

propositions already deduced.
3. There Is an immediate deduction routine which when given a set of

premises will deduce a set of Immediate conclusions. Initially, the

immediate deduction routine will simply write down all one-step consequences

of the premises. Later, this may be elaborated so that the routine will pro-

duce some other conclusions which may be of Interest. However, this routine

will not use semantic heuristics; I.e. heuristics which depend on the sub-

ject matter under discussion.
The intelligence, If any, of the advice taker will not be embodied In

the immediate deduction routine. This Intelligence will be embodied in the

procedures which choose the lists of premises to which the immediate
deduction routine is to be applied. Of course, the program should never
attempt to apply the immediate deduction routine simultaneously to the list

of everything it knows. This would imke the deduction routine take too long.
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4. Not all expressions are interpreted by the system as declarativesentences. Some are the names of entities of various kinds. Certainformulas represent objects. For our purposes, an entity Is an object ifwe have something to say about it other than the things which may bededuced from the form of Its name. For example, to most people, the number3812 is not an object: they have nothing to say about it except what canbe deduced from its structure. On the other hand, to most Americans thenumber 1776 Is an object because they have filed somewhere the fact thatIt represents the year when the American Revolution started. In the advicetaker each object has a property list in which are listed the specificthings we have to say about It. Some things which can be deduced from thename of the object may be included in the property list anyhow if thededuction was actually carried out and was difficult enough so that thesystem does not want to carry it out again.
5. Entitles other than declarative sentences which can be represented byformulas In the system are individuals, functions, and programs
6. The program is Intended to operate cyclically as follows. The immediatededuction routine Is applied to a list of premises and a list ofindividuals. Some of the conclusions have the form of imperative sentencesThese are Obeyed. Included in the set of Imperatives which may be obeyed "
is the routine which deduces and obeys.

We shall illustrate the way the advice taker is supposed to act by meansof an example. Assume that I am seated at my desk at home and I wish to soto the airport. My car is at my home also. The solution of the problem isto walk to the car and drive the car to the airport. First, we shall givea formal statement of the premises the advice taker uses to draw theconclusions. Then we shall discuss the heuristics which cause the advicetaker to assemble these premises from the totality of facts It has avail-able. The premises come m groups, and we shall explain the Interpretationof each group.
1. First, we have a predicate "at", "at(x.y)" is _ formalization of "x isat y . Under this heading we have the premises

1. at (I, desk)
2. at (desk, home)
3. at (car, home)
4. at (home, county)
5. at (airport, county)

or alternatively we might instead use the more abstract premises
6'. transitive (at)
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We shall need the fact that the relation "at" is transitive which might beWritten directly as
6. at(x,y), at(y.z) - at(x,z)



IV The above proposed reasoning raises two major questions of heuristic.
The first is that of how the 16 premises are collected, and the second Is
that of how the deduction proceeds once they are found. We cannot give
complete answers to either question in the present paper; they are
obviously not completely separate since some of the deductions might be
made before some of the premises are collected. Let us first consider the
question of where the 16 premises come from.

7'. transitive (u) - (u(x,y), u(yz,z) — u(x,z) )

from which 6. can be deduced.

2. There are two" rules concerning the feasibility of walking and driving.

8. walkable(x) , at(y,x), at(z,x), at(l.y) - can(go(y,z, walking) )

9. drivable(x), at(y,x), at(z,x), at(car.y), at(l.car) -* can(go(y,z,
driving) )

There are also two specific facts

10. walkable (home)
11. drivable (county)

3. Next we have a rule concerned with the properties of going.

12. did(go(x,y,z) ) - at(l.y)

4. The problem itself Is posed by the premise:
13. want (at (I, airpo rt) )

5. The above are all the premises concerned with the particular problem.
The last group of premises are common to almost all problems of this sort.
They are:

14. (x - can(y) ), (did(y) -z) - canachult(x.y.z)
The predicate "canachult(x,y,z) " means that in a situation to which x
applies, the action y can be performed and brings about a situation to
which z applies. A sort of transitivity Is described by

15. canachult(x,y,z) , canachult(z,u,v) - canachult (x, prog(y,u) ,v).
Here prog(u,v) Is the program of first carrying out u and then v. (Some
kind of Identification of a single action u with the one step program
prog(u) Is obviously required, but the details of how this will fit into
the formalism have not yet been worked out).

The final premise Is the one which causes action to be taken.
16. x,canachult(x,prog(y,z),w), want(w) - do(y)
The argument the advice taker must produce In order to solve the problem

deduces the following propositions In more or less the following order:

1. atd.desk) — can (go (desk, car,walking) )

2. at(l,car) - can(go (home, airport .driving) )

3. did(go(desk,car,walkmg) ) — at (I, car)

4. did(go (home,airport,driving) ) -* at (I, airport)
5. canachult (atd.desk), go (desk, car, walking) , at(l.car) )

6. canachult (at (l, car), go (home, airport,driving ) , at (l, airport) )
7. canachult (at (l, desk), program!'go (desk, car,walking) , go (home, airport,
driving) ), - at (I, airport) )

8. do(go (desk, car, walking) )

The deduction of the last proposition initiates action.
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First of all, we assert that except for the 13th premise (want (at (I,
airport) ) which sets the goal) and the Ist premise (at(l.desk) which we
shall get from a routine which answers the question "where am I"), all the
premises can reasonably be expected to be specifically present in the
memory of a machine which has competence of human order In finding Its
way around. That is, none of them are so specific to the problem at hand
that assuming their presence In memory constitutes an anticipation of
this particular problem or of a class of problems narrower than those
which any human can expect to have previously solved. We must Impose this
requirement If we are to be able to say that the advice taker exhibits
common sense.

On the other hand, while we may reasonably assume that the premises are
In memory, we still have to describe how they are assembled Into a list by
themselves to which the deduction routine may be applied. Tentatively, we
expect the advice taker to proceed as follows: Initially, the sentence
"want (at (l, airport) )" is on a certain list I, called the main list, all
by Itself. The program begins with an observation routine which looks at
the main list and puts certain statements about the contents of this list
on a list called "observations of the main list". We shall not specify at
present what all the possible outputs of this observation routine are but
merely say that in this case It will observe that "the only statement on
L has the form 'wantfu(x) )'." (We write this out in English because we
have not yet settled on a formalism for representing statements of this
kind). The "deduce and obey" routine Is then applied to the combination
of the "observations of the main list" list, and a list called the
"standing orders list". This list Is rather small and- Is never changed,
or at least Is only changed In major changes of the advice taker. The
contents of the "standing orders" list has not been worked out, but what
must be deduced Is the extraction of certain statements from property
lists. Namely, the program first looks at "want (at(l, airport) )« and
attempts to copy the statements on Its property list. Let us assume that
It falls In this attempt because "want (at (I, airport) )« does not have the
status of an object and hence has no property list. (One might expect that
if the problem of going to the airport had arisen before, "want (at (l,
airport) J " would be an object, but this might depend on whether there
were routines for generalizing previous experience that would allow some-
thing of general use to be filed under that heading). Next In order of
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1
Increasing generality the machine would see If anything were filed under
"want (at (l,x) )" which would deal with the general problem of getting some*

where. One would expect that premises 6, (or 6' and 7"), 8, 9, 12, would
be so filed. There would also be the formula

V

4

t
I9

/
j

want(at(l,x) ) — do(observe (where am I) )

which would give us premise 1. There would also be a reference to the next
higher level of .abstraction in the goal statement which would cause a look
at the property list of "want(x)". This would give us 14, 15, and 16.

We shall not try to follow the solution further except to remark that
"want (at (l, x) )" there would be a rule that starts with the premises
"at(l,y>" and "want (l,x)" and has as conclusion a search for the property
list of "go(y,x,z) ". This would presumably fall, and then there would have
to be heuristics that would initiate a search for ay such that "atd.y)"
and "at(airport.y)". This would be done by looking on the property lists
of the origin and the destination and working up. Then premise 9 would be
found which has as one of its premises atd.car). A repetition of the above
would find premise 8, which would complete the set of premises since the
other "at" premises would have been found as by-products of previous
searches.

We hope that the presence of the heuristic rules mentioned on the
property lists where we have put them will seem plausible to the reader.
It should be noticed that on the higher level of abstraction many of the
statements are of the stimulus-response form. One might conjecture that
division in man between conscious and unconscious thought occurs at the
boundary between stimulus-response heuristics which do not have to be
reasoned about but only obeyed, and the others which have to serve as
premises in deductions.

We hope to formalize the heuristics in another paper before we start
programming the system.
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